Is Climate Prediction Model Flawed?

The following was written by Dr GF Midgley and Prof LG Underhill in response to the article by Prof WRJ Alexander on his multi-year climate prediction model, which appeared in the January/February 2007 edition of the Water Wheel.

The article by Prof Alexander makes five main points, as follows:
1) There is a 21-year periodicity evident in a multi-year "rainfall cycle" in South Africa.
2) Based on this, it is possible to project rainfall and/or river flow changes by interpolation within this cycle (and an attempt at "verification" is presented).
3) The 21-year cycle implies that "current simulation models" of water resources should be rejected (although no "current simulation models" are referenced by the author).
4) Global climate model projections for South Africa are incorrect because they do not account for the 21-year cycle.
5) Climate change will not cause any negative impacts in South Africa – and more specifically, that there is no evidence that Kokerboom (Aloe dichotoma) populations are subject to early impacts of climate change (as one example).

THE 21-YEAR PERIODICITY

Alexander cited his 2004 article (Alexander 2004), published in Water SA, that identified a statistically significant (at the 5% level) 21-year periodicity between rainfall, measured as Vaal Dam water inflow data, and the sunspot cycle. This paper forms the basis for much of the material that Alexander has circulated in many forms over the past few years to challenge the consensus opinion on climate change and water resources, and therefore deserves a degree of scrutiny.

We have reanalyzed key data sets presented in this paper, and find that the analysis is inappropriate and flawed for a number of reasons. Firstly, Alexander derived a correlation between two smoothed data sets to show the apparent influence of sunspots on rainfall, which is questionable statistical practice.

Secondly, this analysis used the 5% level as statistically significant in literally hundreds of tests, implying a likely positive result for every twenty statistical tests conducted, by chance alone.

Thirdly, the paper made the following statement in its "Methods" section: "Mathematical/statistical analyses were deliberately avoided as these are hypothesis-testing procedures where the problem was not in testing the hypotheses but in identifying them. Consequently graphical procedures were used. These are far more effective in this situation." Roughly translated — this means the author abandoned formal statistics where it was convenient to do so and simply eye-balled the data. Our formal re-analysis of the key data set presented, using appropriate statistical approaches, directly refutes the results reported by Alexander (2004) — we find no link between sunspots and inflow to the Vaal Dam. We aim to publish this result fully in due course.

Our analysis collapses virtually the entire edifice of Alexander's (2004) arguments, but one important point remains — Alexander (2004) suggested that rainfall increased in South Africa during the 20th century, and concluded from this that climate change would be beneficial for the country. We wish to point out that this increasing trend in rainfall was to a substantial degree due to the fact that the rainfall time series analysed in Alexander (2004) began in 1921, at the beginning of a deep drought that lasted more than a decade. A simple recovery of rainfall to normal levels and above over the next few decades would have yielded the observed increase in rainfall — yet this evidence of natural rainfall variability (expected in a drought-prone region) appears to have eluded Alexander.

We would also point out that projections of rainfall change in summer rainfall regions "downscaled" from global climate models (Hewitson and Crane 2006) indicate that some increases in rainfall are projected for parts of the summer rainfall region of South Africa under global warming.
Figure 1: Regression of combined data for observed rainfall for the Highveld Region (squares) and river flow data for the Orange River (open circles) presented in Alexander (2007), expressed as a ratio relative to the long term mean, against the matching long term means for “hydrological years” of the “hydrological cycle” of 21-year periodicity identified by Alexander (2004). Ratio data were digitized from Figures 1 and 2 of Alexander (2007). The regression is far from statistically significant (p>0.1), showing that the observed data cannot be used to verify the Alexander (2004) “multi-year model” — especially because the power of the test is low due to the small sample size.

scenarios, although rainfall intensity may increase in concert with dry spell duration. The use of simple mean annual rainfall measures is inadequate to formulate policy responses, and we thus question Alexander’s simplistic conclusions.

Our analysis, together with several other statements in Alexander (2004), suggest that this paper should not have passed a scientific peer review process.


An analysis of the two graphs presented in Alexander (2007) show that these data can in no way be taken as verification of the Alexander (2004) “multi-year model”. A simple regression analysis shows a non-significant relationship (p>0.1) between the yearly means plotted and the observed data (see Figure 1, although with such a small data set the power of the test is below a desirable level, additionally undermining its use for “verification”. Furthermore, both the observed ratio data and the means plotted show a normal distribution around a mean of —1 — i.e. they are normally distributed variables with no discernible correlation whatsoever between them, and thus each is indistinguishable from a random sample from a normal distribution. We find it extraordinary that this set of graphs should have been invoked to “verify” the model, as nothing could be statistically further from the truth.

It was also stated that “The next climate reversal from drought to flood conditions based on the analysis of historical data is only expected to occur in 2016. This confirms the linkage with the double sunspot cycle.” We ask how a projection such as stated in the first sentence above can be taken to confirm a relationship that has been proposed using the same data set?

REJECTING “CURRENT SIMULATION MODELS”

Alexander (2007) criticised “current simulation models used for water resource analyses [that] assume that all the boxes [i.e. means and variance measures in Figures 1 and 2 of Alexander (2007)] are in the same vertical position, i.e. there is no year-to-year variability in the probability distributions.” From point 2) above, this assumption by “current simulation models” appears to be correct at least for the means. In other words, the ratio of rainfall for particular years of the “hydrological cycle” relative to the long term mean are merely normally distributed about a mean of 1. The fact that “current simulation models” are not referenced by Alexander (2007) and remain incognito makes more detailed response impossible.

Criticising current global climate models Alexander (2007) stated that current lack of dune erosion in the Kalahari, verdant growth of desert vegetation (and fynbos vegetation, incidentally, for which no evidence was given), and recent rainfall events “disprove” the projections of current global climate models, such as used by the IPCC (2001). This charge is simply absurd, as climate projections and their impacts are generally made for the latter half of the 21st century, and observations of 2006 events can in no way provide a test of these.

ALOEDICHOTOMA (KOKERBOOM) POPULATIONS SHOW NO SIGN OF CLIMATE-INDUCED STRESS

Alexander (2007) apparently cited a single lengthy motor-car trip to the Orange River and southern Namibia reportedly covering two degrees of latitude (details available on request, in which he appears to have underestimated the latitudinal range he covered). His casual observations and photographs of a few populations, at most, appear to be the evidence that these populations no signs of climate impacts. This is, to put it mildly, a premature and unjustified conclusion. Kokerbooms have a latitudinal range of > 12 degrees (see Figure 2), being found in tens of populations from Nieuwoudtville in the south to the Brandberg massif, farther north than Windhoek, in Namibia. Alexander (2007) had simply not done the botanical and ecological fieldwork necessary to make this statement.

Data collected by the South African National Biodiversity Institute, now in revision for an international scientific journal following their presentation at both national and international conferences, show clearly from sampling of hundreds of individual plants across all
size classes, that northern populations are in decline, as would be expected according to early climate change impacts, while many central and most southern populations (i.e. possibly including some of those observed by Alexander) are stable or even thriving as climate warms and becomes more suitable to their physiology. Matched photographs of Kokerboom populations taken decades apart also confirm declines in key regions.

CONCLUSION

We suggest here that the Alexander (2004) “multi-year model” of rainfall in South Africa is without basis in fact, that the paper in which it was originally published appears to be scientifically flawed, and therefore that the conclusions inferred from it are not supported. Furthermore, the data and statements presented in Alexander (2007) can in no way be interpreted as a verification of this “multi-year model”, nor as criticism of climate change projections. While we are strong proponents of scientific debate and skepticism, bias and self-delusion are not a good basis for progress. The famous American physicist Richard Feynman summed this up when he stated “the easiest person to fool is yourself”. This is the reason the practice of statistical analysis has evolved to remove subjectivity as far as possible, and peer review is widely applied to ensure that basic principles of scientific enquiry are adhered to.

We are perplexed and concerned that the premiere mouthpieces of the Water Research Commission have published these and other apparently scientifically indefensible articles on this topic by the same author, apparently without the due review process (though we make the latter statement with caution, and would withdraw it without hesitation in the face of evidence of appropriate scientific review).

We note that the results presented in Alexander (2004) have been the basis for a sustained level of criticism by this author against climate change response policy in South Africa, and indeed more widely, and therefore that this and related work deserves a careful re-analysis using appropriate statistical methods, and retraction if it is confirmed to be incorrect.
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